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Reddit Cultural Primer

Why Reddit is the go-to platform 
for parents online, and how brands 
can win them over

Parenting 
on Reddit
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How to use this deck

The content and sections in this deck can be used separately to 
tailor your approach to clients who are looking to connect with 
parents on Reddit

It provides data and insights to answer three key questions:

01. Overall, what role does Reddit play in parenting culture?
02. How do I reach the specific parenting audience I care about?
03. How do I address the need state that my product solves?

I18n Data for Markets to customize insights with. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CggUtkl-nZdLxYSkAff0O2yrxoUoLtDSqeuORTZfGfM/edit#gid=0
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Cultural Context
Overall, what role does Reddit play in parenting culture?



TL;DR HERE

By offering the right to privacy, Reddit 
creates parenting communities free of 
shame, guilt, or embarrassment.

Reddit communities are driven by shared 
experiences for authentic and honest 
support.
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THE CHALLENGE

There’s no shortage 
of how-to parenting 
online… 

…but rarely does it 
confront the reality 
of frustration, doubt, 
uncertainty, and 
anxiety parents face.

2.3bn
Google search results for 

‘how to get a
baby to sleep’

4.6bn
Google search results for 

‘parenting tips’

Source: Google Search Results, Global, Sep 2022
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THE CHALLENGE

For parents, support 
and community are 
just as important as 
the how-to.

Even for those with the support of 
friends and family, it can be difficult to 
find others who share the same lived 
experiences as a parent.

There’s comfort in knowing you’re not 
alone in the journey. From struggles 
with feeding to finding a few minutes 
of sleep after a broken night.

Source: Brandwatch, Global, Parenting Interest Group, 09/20-08/21 vs. 
09/21-08/22; 1lonely OR loneliness OR alone; 2struggle OR struggling OR difficult

+38%
YoY increase in parents 

on Reddit discussing 
parenting struggles2

+36%
YoY increase in parents 

on Reddit discussing 
loneliness1

OP: I feel bad and wish I was 
enjoying motherhood more 
but so far it's just lonely and 
exhausting

The first year is hard 
honestly. It gets better. Give 
yourself credit for all the hard 
work you do and all the love 
you give your child. It gets 
way better as they get older…

“

”

Reddit helps and supports 
parents in these situations:

– r/parenting

https://www.reddit.com/r/Parenting/comments/xbxz3t/i_dont_want_to_hold_my_baby_on_the_weekends/
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Reddit is becoming an ever more important 
platform and tool for parents.

THE ROLE FOR REDDIT

3.5M  
Parenting conversations 

since 2021

Source: Brandwatch, Global, Parenting Interest Group, Sep 2020-Jun 2022

Oct 2020 Jan 2021 Apr 2021 Jul 2021 Oct 2021 Jan 2022 Apr 2022

+47%
increase in parenting 

conversations on Reddit 
since 2020

Jun 2022
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THE ROLE FOR REDDIT

By offering the 
right to privacy 
Reddit fosters 
honesty.

Source: Ammari, Schoenebeck, Romero. 2019. Self-declared throwaway 
accounts on Reddit (Rutgers.edu)

Anonymity provides a safety net for 
parents to discuss topics which may 
incite shame, embarrassment, guilt, or 
other negative emotions.

This results in more honest, open, and 
authentic conversations on Reddit vs. 
platforms where users self-identify.

TL;DR? Reddit encourages 
honesty and creates a safe space 
for parents to share experiences.

…on sites like Facebook or Instagram, 
parents may feel a social expectation 
to perform an idealized version of 
parenting, making it difficult for them 
to disclose sensitive topics…

“
”

…[anonymous] accounts provide a 
crucial environment for supporting 
parents with stigmatizing 
experiences…

“
”– Tawfiq Ammari

Assistant Professor of Library and Information Science, Rutgers University
Ph.D., Information Science, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

https://sites.comminfo.rutgers.edu/tammari/wp-content/uploads/sites/14/2021/02/CSCW_2019_Reddit_Ammari.pdf
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THE VALUE OF REDDIT

There’s also a 
hidden, private 
world of parenting 
on Reddit.

Redditors can join private 
communities aligned to their due 
date where conversations are even 
more open and honest.

While they don’t serve ads, the value 
of these communities can attract 
Reddit newcomers. As parents 
become more familiar with Reddit 
they are likely to naturally explore 
other communities and interests.

Private Parenting 
Communities

r/October2022BabyBumpers
r/October2022Bumpers

(community names can vary)
(no ads)

Public Parenting 
Communities

All of Reddit!
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Source: TikTok, Instagram, Twitter

This honesty has made Reddit the go-to destination 
for authentic parenting support.

Reddit is where 
parenting influencers 
go to get their content.

Being on Reddit means 
that brands are active 
at the source of the 
best parenting advice.

THE VALUE OF REDDIT
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Source: Reddit Internal Data, Global. r/sleeptrain, r/newparents

It allows Reddit to tackle the how to and the 
emotional challenges of parenthood.

The ‘how-to’ of 
sleep training:

THE VALUE OF REDDIT

r/SleepTrain r/NewParents

For the desperate sleep 
deprived parents

Thisssss. So much. You can 
practice, but it's like walking, 
your baby will get there 
eventually but not all babies get 
there at the same time.

Man I needed this. Thank you 
😭

To all the sleep deprived 
parents… It's not your fault. 
Your baby is your baby. They're 
their own little person. They'll 
adapt to a schedule when ready

How the heck do you do 
naps with baby when 
you have another young 
child?

I didn't even try for crib naps 
until about 4 months old. 
Before that I would just pop her 
in the carrier and hope for the 
best

Buggy naps! At 6mo's AM and 
late afternoon naptime, I put 
her in the buggy (which has a 
lie-flat bassinet attached) and 
wheel her and 2.5yr old to the 
playground

The emotional 
challenges of 
sleep training:

https://www.reddit.com/r/NewParents/comments/x6dmjb/for_the_desperate_sleep_deprived_parents/
https://www.reddit.com/r/NewParents/comments/x6dmjb/for_the_desperate_sleep_deprived_parents/
https://www.reddit.com/r/sleeptrain/comments/x0s1vm/how_the_heck_do_you_do_naps_with_baby_when_you/
https://www.reddit.com/r/sleeptrain/comments/x0s1vm/how_the_heck_do_you_do_naps_with_baby_when_you/
https://www.reddit.com/r/sleeptrain/comments/x0s1vm/how_the_heck_do_you_do_naps_with_baby_when_you/
https://www.reddit.com/r/sleeptrain/comments/x0s1vm/how_the_heck_do_you_do_naps_with_baby_when_you/


Parents on Reddit share a unique language of 
in-jokes, relatable humour, and celebration, 
even during times of struggle…



THE LANGUAGE OF PARENTS

The language of parents:
Be Relatable

This drives authenticity. Show 
that you understand the life of a 
parent by referencing situations 
only a parent would truly 
understand.

How can a brand Be Relatable?
Make light of how your healthy food pouches 
can stop parents wasting that hour of 
cooking, only for their kid to eat three-day 
old cereal off the floor instead (and your 
pouches are even healthier!).

r/Mommit

Is it acceptable to just 
throw my hands up and 
say "Pizza every night" 
because this whole 
cooking and them not 
eating thing is stressful lol

Man I wish my kid didn't 
complain about what I fed him 
at that age…

Right? I had so much 
heartburn.

Or just 
straight 
puking lol

I love pizza, we’re having it 
tonight. Also one of the only 
ways my kid will eat non pureed 
veggies, so it’s almost healthy 
right?

My kid won't even eat pizza. 
FML.

Source: Reddit Internal Data, Global. r/mommit

https://www.reddit.com/r/Mommit/comments/oq78w2/is_it_acceptable_to_just_throw_my_hands_up_and/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Mommit/comments/oq78w2/is_it_acceptable_to_just_throw_my_hands_up_and/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Mommit/comments/oq78w2/is_it_acceptable_to_just_throw_my_hands_up_and/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Mommit/comments/oq78w2/is_it_acceptable_to_just_throw_my_hands_up_and/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Mommit/comments/oq78w2/is_it_acceptable_to_just_throw_my_hands_up_and/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Mommit/comments/oq78w2/is_it_acceptable_to_just_throw_my_hands_up_and/


THE LANGUAGE OF PARENTS

How to speak the language of parents:
Celebrate the Magic

Adorable family moments are by 
far the most upvoted parenting 
posts on Reddit. Those moments 
are the reason we have kids!

How can a brand Celebrate the Magic?
Highlight how your photo sharing app 
ensures parents don’t miss the opportunity to 
share the moments that count, with the 
people that matter most (all while keeping 
your pics safe and secure).

r/Daddit

The look on her face 
makes every day worth 
while

Yeah, that's a photo to print out 
and stick in your wallet!

I’m thinking about 5x7 
and framing

Great looking family my friend. 
Lil lady is admiring her dad, 
great pic.

Yes sir! Beautiful family man.

This photo goes front and 
center for the rest of your life, 
brother. Look at how she looks 
at you. Where would we be 
without our daughters, eh?

Source: Reddit Internal Data, Global. r/daddit

https://www.reddit.com/r/daddit/comments/v8va5o/the_look_on_her_face_makes_every_day_worth_while/
https://www.reddit.com/r/daddit/comments/v8va5o/the_look_on_her_face_makes_every_day_worth_while/
https://www.reddit.com/r/daddit/comments/v8va5o/the_look_on_her_face_makes_every_day_worth_while/


THE LANGUAGE OF PARENTS

How to speak the language of parents:
Celebrate the Struggles

Redditors wear the struggles of 
parenthood and pregnancy like a 
badge of honor.

How can a brand Celebrate the Struggles?
Highlighting the problem your product solves 
doesn’t have to show the negative. Create a 
funny meme about the never-ending stream 
of mysteriously stained clothes that come 
back from daycare, and then prove that your 
washing powder is the solution to end the 
cycle.

At the rate I'm going I'm more like a 
stuffed turkey!

Oh my gosh. I saw this and started 
laughing and then baby jabbed me 
in the bladder and I may have peed 
myself a little 😂😂😂😂

r/BabyBumps

This summer has me feelin’ 
like a whole chicken

Okay wow this is good 🤯

r/BeyondTheBump

I'm calling her girl with the 
postpartum hair loss

She’s perfect.

Source: Reddit Internal Data, Global. r/babybumps, r/beyondthebump

https://www.reddit.com/r/BabyBumps/comments/8ve9k5/this_summer_has_me_feelin_like_a_whole_chicken/
https://www.reddit.com/r/BabyBumps/comments/8ve9k5/this_summer_has_me_feelin_like_a_whole_chicken/
https://www.reddit.com/r/beyondthebump/comments/pzfpq3/im_calling_her_girl_with_the_postpartum_hair_loss/
https://www.reddit.com/r/beyondthebump/comments/pzfpq3/im_calling_her_girl_with_the_postpartum_hair_loss/


We’ve identified three key pillars that brands 
should align with to best connect with parents 
on Reddit…



TL;DR HERE       Support and understanding

Genuine shared experiences provide the best 
support for parents, but brands can still play a role.

Use your knowledge and resources to make life 
more straightforward for parents.

Think of sleep, food, and care-tracking apps to 
help manage schedules and reduce the mental 
load.

1.



TL;DR HERE
       Solutions and products

Identify and solve common parenting concerns.

Great Product + Word of Mouth can let brands claim 
ownership of a problem and its solution.

Think of the Snoo for sleep training, or the Nose 
Frida for a snotty nose.

2.



TL;DR HERE
       Expertise and knowledge

Brands have access to experts, research and years 
of knowledge to provide a highly valuable and 
alternative POV for parents.

Think of quick tips on weaning, like best practice 
on introducing potential allergens and avoiding 
choking hazards.

3.



We’ve suggested thought starters that 
brands can use to engage parents across key 
verticals…



THOUGHT STARTERS

Source: GlobalWebIndex, 1USA, Q2 2022; 2Global, Q2 2022

How to win over parents in Food & Groceries

Feeding a family is tough - brands should help 
parents keep it simple, healthy and make their 
food and money go further.2-in-3

US parents on Reddit
are trying to eat
healthier food1

2-in-3
parents on Reddit use 

discounts, rewards, and 
loyalty schemes2

How can you do this on Reddit?

Parents on Reddit are always looking for cheap, 
healthy recipe ideas and they love sharing tips and 
advice.

In the comments, parents can share the most original 
ways they’ve incorporated your product into recipes 
for their kids, including instructions and a picture.

We’ll give Gold to our favorite submissions, so the 
comment section becomes an entire recipe resource 
to inspire other users to go out and buy your product.



THOUGHT STARTERS

Source: GlobalWebIndex, Global, Q4 2021

How to win over parents in Personal Care

Pregnancy drives a big increase in cosmetics and 
self-care purchases.

Parents and parents-to-be place a strong emphasis 
on child and pregnancy safe products.

3-in-4
Reddit mothers bought 

new personal care 
products during

pregnancy

1-in-3
Reddit mothers bought 

pregnancy safe products 
during pregnancy

How can you do this on Reddit?

Share your expert knowledge with parents to provide 
valuable information and ease-of-mind over health 
concerns.

Let’s use a Promoted Carousel to share some useful, 
informational snippets pertaining to the condition your 
brand addresses. Parents living with and without the 
condition will find your facts useful, and you’ll build 
credibility with them as an authority and trusted 
resource in the field.



THOUGHT STARTERS

Source: 1GlobalWebIndex, Global, Q4 2021; 2Brandwatch, Global, Parenting Interest Group, 09/20-08/21 vs. 09/21-08/22

How to win over parents in Home & Auto

Making your life child-friendly is a big task.

Emphasise safety, ease-of-use and storage when 
encouraging parents to make buys around the home 
and on the road.

2-in-3
Reddit mothers bought 

home or child safety 
products during 

pregnancy1

+50%
YoY increase in parents
talking about buying a

new car in the last
12 months2

How can you do this on Reddit?
Deciding on a family car can be overwhelming, so what 
if your brand became a trusted resource to demystify 
the process for Redditors?

Using video, images, text and links within one single 
post, we’ll showcase the array of vehicles your brand 
has to offer. But instead of confusing specs and flashy 
footage, we’ll contextualize each vehicle based on life 
stage (or even related subreddit) in a way parents 
understand. New to r/parentsofmultiples? Probably 
need an SUV!



THOUGHT STARTERS

Source: 1GlobalWebIndex, Global, Q1 2021; 2Brandwatch, Global, Parenting Interest Group, 09/20-08/21 vs. 09/21-08/22

How to win over parents in QSR & Alcohol

Parents often need to get creative for date nights, 
celebrations and tasty treats. There are huge 
opportunities for QSR, delivery and alcohol brands to 
bring great food and drink direct to redditors.2x

more likely to order 
takeout to celebrate 
special occasions1

(vs. internet average)

+97%
YoY increase in parents
talking about takeaway 

food in the last
12 months2

How can you do this on Reddit?

We can recreate a drive-thru experience (sorta) in a fun, 
engaging way for Redditors on parenting communities.

The first post is a photo of the menu. We can add a few 
quirky menu items that nod to Reddit and parenting 
culture. Once they swipe left, the car rolls up to the 
pickup window where they "order" in the comments. We 
can respond to comments with a photo or graphic 
representation of their order and provide a discount at 
participating locations.

Parents on Reddit are



THOUGHT STARTERS

Source: GlobalWebIndex, Global, Q2 2022

How to win over parents in Media, Entertainment, & Tech

Parents have to bring entertainment into the home, 
meaning they are a prime customer for streaming 
services or tech for themselves or the kids.4-in-5

parents on Reddit have a 
pay TV subscription How can you do this on Reddit?

Safety is the first concern when parents are thinking of 
buying new gadgets for their kids. On Reddit, you can 
highlight key safety features (as well as the fun ones) 
within a single post to make sure it’s the product they 
choose to buy.

We can even include custom URLs and captions with 
each feature so shoppers can dive deeper into the 
features that draw their attention.

+52%
more time watching 
streaming services

(vs. internet average)

Parents on Reddit spend
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The Reddit Audience
How do I reach the specific parenting audience I care about?
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Source: GlobalWebIndex, Global, Q2 2022 (parents with children aged 11 and under)

Reddit is home to passionate and engaged parenting 
communities that cannot be found elsewhere.
PARENTS UNDUPLICATED REACH (GLOBAL)

23% 28% 33% 37%
45% 49%

THE REDDIT AUDIENCE

36%
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Source: Brandwatch, Global, Parenting Interest Group, 2020-2022 (% of topic conversation is compared to the monthly average over the year) 

Parenting is a year-round category on Reddit, but
certain moments do trend at specific times.
PEAK PERIODS OF SPECIFIC PARENTING CONVERSATION THEMES:

THE REDDIT AUDIENCE

January February March April May June July August September October November December

Breastfeeding:
Can be more challenging in the colder months

Education:
Back to school spike

Nursery/Baby Room:
Planning nurseries, leading on from the increase in pregnancy 

Pregnancy:
New year sees new pregnancy/plans for a baby Entertainment:

School’s out, how do I entertain the kids?

Sleeping:
Conversation about sleeping in cool temperatures

Vacation/holiday:
Most common vacation time
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Germany

+34% growth in 
unique screen 
views since 2020

Source: Reddit Internal Data, Parenting Interest Group, 09/20-08/21 vs. 09/21-08/22 

Parenting is 
universal. 
Redditors 
around the 
world are 
seeking 
childcare 
advice and 
community.

USA

+30% growth in 
unique screen 
views since 2020

Canada

+20% growth in unique 
screen views since 2020

UK

+17% growth in unique 
screen views since 2020

Australia

+7% growth in unique 
screen views since 2020

THE REDDIT AUDIENCE
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THE REDDIT AUDIENCE

Parents to be
Pregnant or planning for a 

baby

Toddlers
Taking their first steps                       

(1-5 years)

Kids
Growing up quick                            

(6-11 years)

Newborns & Babies
Celebrating year one                        

(0-1 years)5
Reddit’s parenting 
audience has four 
key groups
(and three sub-groups)

Reddit offers 
parenting 
advice at all 
stages of 
development.

Step Parents

Family / Friends

Multi-child 
Households
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Source: 1GlobalWebIndex, Global, Q2 2022; 2Reddit Internal Data, Global, Sep 2021-Aug 2022, visitors to r/babybumps, r/pregnant also visited

THE REDDIT AUDIENCE

Targeting 
Parents To Be

8%
of redditors are 

expecting a child1

1%
of redditors are 

expecting their first 
child1

58%
42%

M
F 32yrs

AVG AGE 66%
34%

M
F 26yrs

AVG AGE

Key Subreddits for
Parents To Be

r/babybumps

r/pregnant

r/tryingforababy

r/predaddit

r/infertilitysucks

r/waiting_to_try

r/namenerds

r/babybumpscanada

r/cautiousbb

r/infertilitybabies

Parents To Be Can Also 
Be Found In2

Existing parents on Reddit are more likely to be female than 
those expecting their first child. Suggesting that the life moment 
of childbirth can drive women to Reddit’s parenting communities

Parenting

Life Advice

Travel Locations (regional)

Literature

Humor

Entertainment

National News

Wellness

Pets

Interior & Landscapes
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Source: Brandwatch, Oct 2021-Sep 2022 (most mentioned keywords and phrases in r/babybumps)

THE REDDIT AUDIENCE

Key Concerns of 
Parents To Be

I’m pregnant!
r/babybumps is the first port of call 

to celebrate when the test is 
positive.

Is this normal?
Is spotting normal? What are Braxton 
Hicks contractions? There are a lot of 

questions and anxiety is high.

How do we increase our chances?
How should I track my cycle? What’s 
the best time to try? Those who are 

trying want to maximise their chance.

What can I eat?
Can I still eat hard cheeses? What 
about sushi? Caution is the new 
normal when it comes to food.
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Source: 1GlobalWebIndex, Global, Q2 2022; 2Reddit Internal Data, Global, Sep 2021-Aug 2022, visitors to r/beyondthebump, r/newparents also visited

THE REDDIT AUDIENCE

6%
of redditors are 

parents of babies
or newborns1

Targeting Parents of 
Babies & Newborns

54%
46%

M
F 32yrs

AVG AGE

Key Subreddits for
Parents of Babies

r/beyondthebump

r/newparents

r/sleeptrain

r/babyledweaning

r/babies

r/babywearing

r/beyondthebumpuk

r/buyingforbaby

r/formulafeeding

r/breastfeedingAt this stage, communities and conversations focus 
on tips, techniques and products.

Parents of Babies Can 
Also Be Found In2

Parenting

Life Advice

Travel Locations (regional)

Literature

Humor

National News

Entertainment

Interior & Landscapes

Personal Finance

Cooking
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Source: Brandwatch, Oct 2021-Sep 2022 (most mentioned keywords and phrases in r/beyondthebump)

THE REDDIT AUDIENCE

Key Concerns of
Parents of Babies & Newborns

Hello, World!
Celebrating the start of a new 

journey and showing off your little 
one to the world.

Help us sleep!
How can I encourage my baby to 

sleep well? How can we catch up on 
sleep and stay sane?

Adjusting to feeding
Breastfeeding or formula? How can I 
make sure my baby is eating well and 

eating regularly?

Early milestones and development
Celebrating and sharing the key 

moments, from crawling to babbling, 
and checking development is on track.
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Source: 1GlobalWebIndex, Global, Q2 2022; 2Reddit Internal Data, Global, Sep 2021-Aug 2022, visitors to r/toddlers also visited

THE REDDIT AUDIENCE

16%
of redditors are

parents of toddlers1

Targeting Parents of 
Toddlers

55%
45%

M
F 32yrs

AVG AGE

Key Subreddits for
Parents of Toddlers

r/toddlers

r/askparents

r/workingmoms

r/breakingmom

r/mommit

r/daddit

r/parenting

r/stepparents

r/toyexchange

r/montessoriCommunities and conversations now bring in 
development and child care methods (e.g. montessori) 

Parents of Toddlers Can 
Also Be Found In2

Parenting

Life Advice

Travel Locations (regional)

Literature

Humor

Entertainment

Interior & Landscapes

Cooking

Personal Finance

Wellness
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Source: Brandwatch, Oct 2021-Sep 2022 (most mentioned keywords and phrases in r/toddlers)

THE REDDIT AUDIENCE

Key Concerns of
Parents of Toddlers

Speech development
Celebrating the first words! Making 

sure your child is on track and 
finding ways to encourage speech.

Keeping safe
Coping with a curious toddler and 

making your house, and life in 
general, child-safe.

Finding fun ways to learn
How do you balance education and 

development with fun? How much TV 
is too much? What toys are great?

Adding to the family?
This is when questions about a new 
brother or sister begin, and how this 
might impact your existing children.
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Source: 1GlobalWebIndex, Global, Q2 2022; 2Reddit Internal Data, Global, Sep 2021-Aug 2022, visitors to r/parenting, r/family, r/raisingkids also visited

THE REDDIT AUDIENCE

18%
of redditors are
parents of kids1

Targeting Parents of 
Kids

55%
45%

M
F 36yrs

AVG AGE

Key Subreddits for
Parents of Kids

r/parenting

r/mommit

r/daddit

r/stepparents

r/raisingkids

r/askparents

r/family

r/kidscrafts

r/thingsmykidsaid

r/workingmomsSpending power has significantly increased with age. 
Over half of this group are in the high income bracket.

Parents of Kids Can Also 
Be Found In2

Parenting

Life Advice

Humor

Literature

National News

Entertainment

Travel Locations (regional)

Fashion

Video Gaming

Science
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Source: Brandwatch, Oct 2021-Sep 2022 (most mentioned keywords and phrases in r/parenting, r/raisingkids, r/family)

THE REDDIT AUDIENCE

Key Concerns of
Parents of Kids

Learning, development and skills
Whether it’s school, sport, art or 

music, kids are starting to find their 
passions. How can parents support?

Behaviour and discipline
How best to align your parenting with 

your kids’ developing personality? 
How to deal with stressful situations?

Navigating family dynamics
Each family is unique. Parents have 

questions about how to raise siblings 
and engage with other members.

Me-time
Parents of kids have a little more time 
to themselves. Holidays, hobbies and 
date nights are returning to normal.
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03

Category Analysis
How do I address the need state that my product solves?
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CATEGORY ANALYSIS

We identified six 
key areas where 
Reddit provides 
significant and 
unique value to 
parents.

Parenting techniques02.

Health & medicine03.

Product recommendations01.

Self-care05.

Milestones & development04.

Preparing for parenthood06.
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Products

01.
THE OPPORTUNITY THE AUDIENCE NEED

57% 

REDDIT’S ROLE

1-in-2
parents on Reddit find 

new products based on 
word-of-mouth 

recommendations
(online or in-person)1

59% of Reddit parents 
research a product online 
before purchase1 +30

%
 YoY increase in Reddit 

parents seeking product 
recommendations2

Source: 1GlobalWebIndex, Global, Q2 2022; 2Brandwatch, Global, Parenting Interest Group, 
09/20-08/21 vs. 09/21-08/22

Parents on Reddit seek products to solve 
specific childcare challenges.
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A topic that touches communities across Reddit
CATEGORY ANALYSIS: PRODUCTS

Recommendations on 
practical, durable and 
quality made products 
that are made to last.

THE LEADING SUBREDDITS FOR PARENTING PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS:

r/ToyExchange r/BuyingForBaby r/SnooLife r/Toys r/BuyItForLife

Why do parents use it?

Kids often break their 
toys.

Parents are looking for 
long-lasting products 
that can survive 
continued use.

A community to 
discuss and review 
toys, both old and 
new.

Why do parents use it?

Inspiration and ideas 
to entertain kids

Parents or friends and 
family can use this 
community to discover 
original and fun toys 
for their kids.

Dedicated to the Snoo 
bassinet where owners 
can discuss their 
experience with the 
product.

Why do parents use it?

A potential solution to 
sleep struggles

Parents use this 
community to 
understand whether 
the Snoo could help, 
and how to use it most 
effectively.

Discussion and 
recommendations on 
items to buy for 
children.

Why do parents use it?

Parents want to find 
the best and safest 
products.

Users often share 
deals and seek/share 
suggested products to 
solve parenting 
problems.

Buy and sell toys to 
other redditors.

Why do parents use it?

Toys are expensive 
and parents look for 
value.

A great way for 
parents, friends or 
family to find toys 
(often in bulk) at 
reasonable prices.
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CATEGORY ANALYSIS: PRODUCTS

How parents use 
Reddit:
Product discovery from 
other parents helps to 
save money and avoid 
waste.

r/Toddlers r/BuyingForBaby

Car seat recommendations 
for big ol' boy

My 2 month old is 18 pounds and 25 
inches long and is absolutely 
squished in his infant seat… any 
recommendations on car seats?

We bought the Graco Turn2Me 
3-in-1 car seat a month ago. My 15 
month old son is 25 lbs, and being 
able to swivel the seat for him is a 
game changer for sure. It feels 
roughly the same size as the 
Extend2Fit we used before, but it's 
much easier to install.

Toy kitchens - a gimmick or 
something a child will 
actually enjoy?

We have the Ikea one too and I 
converted it to make the sink 
actually functional. LO loves it and 
shockingly doesn't make a giant 
water mess.

We’ve also got an ikea kitchen and 
it is used all day every day. Not even 
for cooking play but as a store front 
and a teachers desk and a drive thru 
window and- seriously this thing is a 
workhorse.

How Reddit solves 
problems:
Shared experiences 
provide specific 
product suggestions 
to solve your problem.

Takeaway for brands: Parenting purchases are often driven by problems. Designing and 
marketing products to solve specific problems gives brands the opportunity to own that 
space. On Reddit, brands can then advertise on subreddits and posts where those 
problems are actually being discussed, bringing the solution directly to parents.

Source: Reddit Internal Data, Global. r/toddlers, r/buyingforbaby

https://www.reddit.com/r/Buyingforbaby/comments/wd3q9o/car_seat_recommendations_for_big_ol_boy/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Buyingforbaby/comments/wd3q9o/car_seat_recommendations_for_big_ol_boy/
https://www.reddit.com/r/toddlers/comments/x5snj7/toy_kitchens_a_gimmick_or_something_a_child_will/
https://www.reddit.com/r/toddlers/comments/x5snj7/toy_kitchens_a_gimmick_or_something_a_child_will/
https://www.reddit.com/r/toddlers/comments/x5snj7/toy_kitchens_a_gimmick_or_something_a_child_will/
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Parenting 
Techniques

02.

Reddit blends the value of shared experiences 
and ‘how-to’ to create a hub of parenting advice.

THE OPPORTUNITY THE AUDIENCE NEED

57% 

REDDIT’S ROLE

+42%
 YoY increase in parents 

seeking parenting advice 
and how-to on Reddit3

Source: 1GlobalWebIndex, Global, Q2 2022; 2Q3 2021; 3Brandwatch, Global, Parenting 
Interest Group, 09/20-08/21 vs. 09/21-08/22

1-in-3
parents on Reddit say they 
like informative, how-to, 

or community- driven 
content on the platform2

34% of redditors are 
parents with kids aged 
under 111
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A topic that touches communities across Reddit
CATEGORY ANALYSIS: PARENTING TECHNIQUES

THE LEADING SUBREDDITS FOR PARENTING TECHNIQUES:

Advice, techniques 
and support to 
successfully transition 
your child from 
nappies to the potty.

r/Parenting r/BeyondTheBump r/SleepTrain r/BabyLedWeaning r/PottyTraining

Why do parents use it?

Potty training is tough 
and it helps to know 
you’re doing the right 
things.

Parents also advise on 
whether a child is 
ready to make the 
switch to the potty.

Parents can learn 
about baby-led 
weaning techniques, 
to get your child eating 
solid foods.

Why do parents use it?

Tips, advice and 
shared experiences on 
feeding babies

As well as techniques 
and success stories, 
parents often share 
food and recipe ideas 
for their little ones.

A judgement-free zone 
to share tips, ask 
questions and discuss 
sleep-training.

Why do parents use it?

Tips and advice on 
sleep training 
techniques

Parents gather tips 
and advice before 
implementing them 
into their own 
methods.

Easing the transition 
into living with your 
new little one.

Why do parents use it?

Shared experiences

As well as sharing 
techniques, parents 
can find support if 
certain techniques are 
unsuccessful, helping 
parents feel that it isn’t 
their fault.

Discussing the ins and 
outs of parenting, from 
early stage pregnancy 
to the teenage years.

Why do parents use it?

Shared experiences

Parents can share and 
discover the successes 
and failures of 
different parenting 
techniques, and how 
and when to use them 
successfully.
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CATEGORY ANALYSIS: PARENTING TECHNIQUES

How parents use 
Reddit:
An always-on resource 
at any time of day. 
Reddit answers the 
question, ‘am I doing it 
right?’

r/SleepTrain r/SleepTrain

How to night wean?

If you try settling him without 
feeding, most likely he's not hungry. 
You can google "how to tell my baby 
is feeding for comfort".

So night 1: reduce time/ amount, 
settle them back to sleep Night 2: 
same amount as night 1, settle back 
to sleep If he was easy to settle and 
didn't wake up more often to eat 
then I would continue to reduce 
night 3. But if he was getting more 
difficult to settle then I would repeat 
night 2.

Sleep Training Support 
Thread

Is it a bad idea to start sleep training 
at 4 months when baby is also 
teething & somewhat regressing?

Her pediatrician said it is the best 
time but everywhere I read says 
otherwise.

I would wait if it were me :) also I’m 
a sleep consultant and I don’t do 
actual sleep training until 6 months

How Reddit solves 
problems:
Authentic and honest 
experiences add more 
value and real-life 
context than ‘how-to.’

Takeaway for brands: Authenticity and honesty from other parents has huge value, but 
brands have the resources to provide expert research and scientific fact. Together these 
can provide redditors with definitive answers to questions about parenting techniques.

Source: Reddit Internal Data, Global. r/sleeptrain

https://www.reddit.com/r/sleeptrain/comments/xjxb69/how_to_night_wean/
https://www.reddit.com/r/sleeptrain/comments/xayj6u/sleep_training_support_thread/
https://www.reddit.com/r/sleeptrain/comments/xayj6u/sleep_training_support_thread/
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Health & 
Medicine

03.
THE OPPORTUNITY THE AUDIENCE NEED

57% 

REDDIT’S ROLE

Reddit is becoming a go-to destination for parents when 
they research health issues, for their child and themselves.

+50
%

 YoY increase in parents 
discussing health and 
medicine on Reddit3

21% of Reddit parents say 
they often feel unwell - they 
are much more likely to say 
this than non-parents1

Source: 1GlobalWebIndex, USA, Q2 2022; 2Global, Q2 2022; 3Brandwatch, Global, 
Parenting Interest Group, 09/20-08/21 vs. 09/21-08/22

1-in-2
parents on Reddit 

research health issues 
online2
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A topic that touches communities across Reddit
CATEGORY ANALYSIS: HEALTH & MEDICINE

THE LEADING SUBREDDITS FOR PARENTING HEALTH & MEDICINE:

A huge question and 
answer community for 
all kinds of questions.

r/Parenting r/BabyBumps r/BeyondTheBump r/Medical r/AskReddit

Why do parents use it?

Advice and opinions

Provides answers from 
a broad community, 
often beyond medical 
concerns, like ‘how to 
you get a toddler to 
take their medicine?’

Specific questions 
about health, medicine 
and the human body.
(not a substitute for medical advice)

Why do parents use it?

Advice and opinions

Parents may use this 
community to seek 
wider opinions, 
beyond just the 
parenting community.

Baby discussion and 
advice, including 
regular medical/health 
questions.

Why do parents use it?

Advice & ease-of-mind

Caring for a newborn 
opens up a new world 
of health questions 
and concerns. Shared 
experiences help 
parents know how and 
when to react.

Pregnancy discussion 
and advice, including 
regular medical/health 
questions.

Why do parents use it?

Advice & ease-of-mind

Anxiety is heightened 
during pregnancy so 
parents-to-be seek 
advice from those with 
shared experiences to 
identify and ease 
health concerns.

Broad parenting 
advice across age 
groups, including 
regular medical/health 
questions.

Why do parents use it?

Advice & ease-of-mind

Parents use the 
community of shared 
experiences to identify 
health concerns and 
discover how other 
parents responded in 
similar situations.
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CATEGORY ANALYSIS: HEALTH & MEDICINE

How parents use 
Reddit:
Sickness in your kids 
can be scary. Parents 
use Reddit to ease their 
mind and worries.

r/BeyondTheBump r/AskReddit

How do you get a toddler 
to willing take their 
medicine?
I saw where a parent basically 
hollowed out an empty juice box 
and put the medicine cup inside, 
with the straw going into the 
medicine cup. Works every time.

Use whatever fictional character 
they like and say, “Don’t you want 
to be healthy and strong like 
so-and-so?”

"I'll take one if you take one" That 
always works.

Hand, foot, and mouth 
disease - positive 
stories/tips?

I thought my kid was going to look 
scaly forever! He also lost several 
fingernails and toenails. He was 
only uncomfortable/feverish for a 
couple of days. But, now you'd 
never be able to tell. The 
rash/blisters went away within a 
month, and his nails grew back. 
Then I got it from him- no rash but 
man, that fever was something.

How Reddit solves 
problems:
Sometimes only other 
parents know the 
extra challenges you 
face, and how to deal 
with them.

Takeaway for brands: Households with kids are more likely to come down with sickness 
and parents want to be prepared. Brands could offer easy-to-access cheat sheets to 
identify and solve simple health issues like teething pain or hand, foot and mouth, to 
help parents avoid that anxious online search for solutions and peace of mind.

Source: Reddit Internal Data, Global. r/beyondthebump, r/askreddit

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/bix7jy/how_do_you_get_a_toddler_to_willing_take_their/
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/bix7jy/how_do_you_get_a_toddler_to_willing_take_their/
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/bix7jy/how_do_you_get_a_toddler_to_willing_take_their/
https://www.reddit.com/r/beyondthebump/comments/vkgdac/hand_foot_and_mouth_disease_positive_storiestips/
https://www.reddit.com/r/beyondthebump/comments/vkgdac/hand_foot_and_mouth_disease_positive_storiestips/
https://www.reddit.com/r/beyondthebump/comments/vkgdac/hand_foot_and_mouth_disease_positive_storiestips/
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Milestones & 
Development

04.
THE OPPORTUNITY THE AUDIENCE NEED

57% 

REDDIT’S ROLE

Reddit allows parents to celebrate milestones and 
discuss child development as a community.

3.9K
Reddit communities 

discussed child 
development in the

last 12 months3

+61%
 YoY increase in parents 
discussing milestones 
and development on 

Reddit2

70% of Reddit parents 
say that family time is 
important to them1

Source: 1GlobalWebIndex, Global, Q2 2022; 2Brandwatch, Global, Parenting Interest Group, 
09/20-08/21 vs. 09/21-08/22; 3Reddit internal, Global, 09/20-08/21 vs. 09/21-08/22
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A topic that touches communities across Reddit
CATEGORY ANALYSIS: MILESTONES & DEVELOPMENT

THE LEADING SUBREDDITS FOR PARENTING MILESTONES & DEVELOPMENT:

A community focused 
around the Montessori 
teaching technique.

r/Toddlers r/Parenting r/BeyondTheBump r/NewParents r/Montessori

Why do parents use it?

Understanding 
development

Parents can learn 
valuable techniques to 
aid their child’s 
development.

Helping new parents 
welcome their little 
one into the world.

Why do parents use it?

Overcoming the 
mental struggle

Transitioning to the 
new life as a parent 
can be challenging, 
and this community 
often helps parents 
adjust and develop.

Easing the transition 
into living with your 
new little one.

Why do parents use it?

Simple developments 
and ease-of-mind

Baby development is 
often linked to health 
concerns. Shared 
experiences will ease 
concerns about rate of 
development.

Broad parenting 
advice across age 
groups.

Why do parents use it?

Tips for all stages of 
development

Helping at all stages of 
development, 
including social, like 
advising parents on 
helping their kids 
adjust to new schools.

Discussion and advice 
aimed at the parents 
of toddlers.

Why do parents use it?

Focus on learning 
development

Parents of toddlers 
often share moments, 
indicators and 
guidance on learning 
developments like 
talking and gesturing.
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CATEGORY ANALYSIS: MILESTONES & DEVELOPMENT

How parents use 
Reddit:
Discovering how 
development and 
milestones compare, 
and when to take 
further action.

r/toddlers r/toddlers

What were the best tips 
that you received from 
your toddler's speech 
therapist?

Mine responded very well when 
given two choices. Do you want the 
grapes or apple? While holding both 
options. He originally started just 
pointing at the item, fine. And 
eventually moved on to actually 
trying to say the word and now he'll 
say things completely unprompted 
when he wants something.

Just curious how many 
here have a 2-3 year old 
who’s still not talking.

I’m a speech therapist. If you 
haven’t been seeing improvement 
since his last course of speech 
therapy I would go to a 
developmental psychologist or 
neurologist for a full evaluation to 
be safe. It could just be a delay but I 
would want to make sure to rule out 
other issues like autism. I would 
also re-start speech therapy after 
that visit.

How Reddit solves 
problems:
If a parent has 
identified a potential 
problem, then how 
have other parents 
encouraged their kids.

Takeaway for brands: Development is a personal journey unique to every child. Brands 
should help parents encourage development, track milestones, identify when potential 
interventions are required, but also celebrate accomplishments - these are key 
moments that parents want to share with family and friends.

Source: Reddit Internal Data, Global. r/toddlers

https://www.reddit.com/r/toddlers/comments/wpxwts/what_were_the_best_tips_that_you_received_from/
https://www.reddit.com/r/toddlers/comments/wpxwts/what_were_the_best_tips_that_you_received_from/
https://www.reddit.com/r/toddlers/comments/wpxwts/what_were_the_best_tips_that_you_received_from/
https://www.reddit.com/r/toddlers/comments/wpxwts/what_were_the_best_tips_that_you_received_from/
https://www.reddit.com/r/toddlers/comments/wahtqa/just_curious_how_many_here_have_a_23_year_old/
https://www.reddit.com/r/toddlers/comments/wahtqa/just_curious_how_many_here_have_a_23_year_old/
https://www.reddit.com/r/toddlers/comments/wahtqa/just_curious_how_many_here_have_a_23_year_old/
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Self Care

05.
THE OPPORTUNITY THE AUDIENCE NEED

57% 

REDDIT’S ROLE

Reddit helps parents make the most of time to themselves, 
finding the best way to relax and enjoy the break.

+47%
 YoY increase in parents 
discussing ways to relax 

on Reddit2

1-in-5
parents on Reddit say they 
like funny, heart warming 
or relaxing content on the 

platform1

34% of redditors are 
parents with kids aged 
under 111

Source: 1GlobalWebIndex, Global, Q2 2022; 2Brandwatch, Global, Parenting Interest Group, 
09/20-08/21 vs. 09/21-08/22
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A topic that touches communities across Reddit
CATEGORY ANALYSIS: SELF CARE

THE LEADING SUBREDDITS FOR PARENTING SELF CARE:

Funny, embarrassing 
and entertaining tales 
of what kids said.

r/Mommit r/Daddit r/ShitMomGroupsSay r/DadsWhoDidNotWantPets r/ThingsMyKidSaid

Why do parents use it?

Humour and memes

Connecting parents 
through humorous 
shared experiences. 
The kind of connection 
you can only find with 
other parents.

Celebrating fathers 
who didn’t want pets 
but have grown to love 
them.

Why do parents use it?

Family moments

Celebrating the family 
moments together. A 
light hearted escape 
from stress.

A light-hearted take on 
the sometimes strange 
messages sent 
between mothers.

Why do parents use it?

A light-hearted twist 
on parenting

Parents celebrate the 
often ridiculous nature 
of parenting, providing 
a light hearted escape 
but with relevant 
familiarity.

Dads discuss all 
aspects of parenting 
together.

Why do parents use it?

To celebrate 
fatherhood

Dads on Reddit often 
celebrate being a 
father and the 
relationships and 
moments they have 
with their children.

A community of 
mothers supporting, 
advising and 
discussing the good 
and bad of parenting.

Why do parents use it?

Escape, but familiarity

Shared experiences 
allow mothers on 
Reddit to joke about 
their parenting 
experiences together, 
making light of what 
can be a struggle.
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CATEGORY ANALYSIS: SELF CARE

How parents use 
Reddit:
Sharing the stress-free 
silliness and joy of 
parenting, with 
experiences that other 
parents can relate to.

r/Mommit r/Parenting

No babysitter, but need a 
date night? Try a date 
night, IN.
We have done a few date nights in 
as well! Our kids are much more, uh, 
resistant to sleep. So we get 
creative. We’ve done a few canvas 
swaps where we each take 5 
minutes to work on a painting, then 
swap when the timer goes off. We 
keep that going until the painting is 
done. It’s a very fun test of our 
patience for each other. And also 
very easy to take a short break to 
tend to the kids. We usually order 
some fancy Crumbl cookies to eat 
while we are doing it too

Funerals are where I 
✨shine ✨

I just choked on my coffee lol I love 
reading these! My daughter made 
one at school last year 
(kindergarten) and it said, “My mom 
is smart because…” She filled in 
with “she can read.” I guess the bar 
is very low for me.

How Reddit solves 
problems:
Date nights often 
require creative 
solutions. Reddit can 
help parents think 
outside the box.

Takeaway for brands: Authenticity is key for brands. Ensure that you speak the unique 
language of parents to show that you understand the challenges faced in finding spare 
time and celebrating the little moments of relaxation that may seem inconsequential to 
non-parents.

Source: Reddit Internal Data, Global. r/mommit, r/parenting

https://www.reddit.com/r/Parenting/comments/smcjux/no_babysitter_but_need_a_date_night_try_a_date/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Parenting/comments/smcjux/no_babysitter_but_need_a_date_night_try_a_date/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Parenting/comments/smcjux/no_babysitter_but_need_a_date_night_try_a_date/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Mommit/comments/ul3hct/funerals_are_where_i_shine/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Mommit/comments/ul3hct/funerals_are_where_i_shine/
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Preparing for 
Parenthood

06.
THE AUDIENCE NEED

57% 

REDDIT’S ROLE

Reddit provides the community to learn and develop 
connections as you prepare for parenthood.

30%
of Reddit mothers say 

they enjoy meeting other 
pregnant people or use 

mothers’ groups for 
support during 

pregnancy2

+63%
 increase in Reddit 

conversations about 
preparing for a new child3

THE OPPORTUNITY

8% of redditors are 
expecting a child1

Source: GlobalWebIndex, Global, 1Q2 2022; 2Q4 2021; 3Brandwatch, Global, Parenting 
Interest Group, 09/20-08/21 vs. 09/21-08/22
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A topic that touches communities across Reddit
CATEGORY ANALYSIS: PREPARING FOR PARENTHOOD

THE LEADING SUBREDDITS FOR PREPARING FOR PARENTHOOD:

Allowing redditors to 
discuss and learn 
more about names.

r/BabyBumps r/Pregnant r/PreDaddit r/TryingForABaby r/NameNerds

Why do parents use it?

Research

Reddit and the internet 
has replaced name 
books in helping 
parents make this big 
decision.

Discussing fertility, 
sex, conception and 
the journey to 
parenthood.

Why do parents use it?

Support and advice

Shared experiences 
and support help to 
ease what can be a 
challenging process 
for many.

Helping and 
supporting men who 
are soon to be fathers.

Why do parents use it?

Being prepared

Better understand how 
fathers can support 
their partner during 
pregnancy, and be 
best prepared for their 
new child.

A safe space for all 
pregnant people on 
Reddit.

Why do parents use it?

Togetherness

Provides access to 
your private due date 
month community 
where you can engage 
with users expecting at 
the same time.

A community to 
support pregnant 
users, those who wish 
to be and those who 
have been pregnant.

Why do parents use it?

Comfort and support

Seeking advice, 
ease-of-mind and 
meeting other 
redditors in the same 
situation, following 
your journey together.
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CATEGORY ANALYSIS: PREPARING FOR PARENTHOOD

How parents use 
Reddit:
Connecting with other 
parents-to-be builds 
excitement. Redditors 
love to share their baby 
preparations online. 

r/BabyBumps r/BabyBumps

Pooping during pushing.
I’ve been seeing/hearing an 
abundance of people not wanting to 
poop while pushing their baby out.

As an ER nurse, let me reassure 
you…

We. Don’t. Give. A. Shit.

No pun intended.

You’re PUSHING a WHOLE ASS 
HUMAN out of your CHA CHA. Key 
word here is: pushing. You’re gonna 
poop. And that’s okay. Or maybe 
you won’t. And that’s also okay.

Nursery, complete at 35 
weeks (mostly thrifted, 
hand me downs, and hand 
made)

How Reddit solves 
problems:
Pregnancy has many 
anxiety drivers. Reddit 
can ground you and 
let you know what to 
expect on the big day.

Takeaway for brands: Redditors use the platform to explore the serious side of what’s 
going to happen in the delivery room and share in the excitement of welcoming a little 
one into the world. Brands must embrace both sides of the journey to generate the 
most authenticity with redditors.

Source: Reddit Internal Data, Global. r/babybumps

https://www.reddit.com/r/BabyBumps/comments/tchle0/pooping_during_pushing/
https://www.reddit.com/r/BabyBumps/comments/rb39h7/nursery_complete_at_35_weeks_mostly_thrifted_hand/
https://www.reddit.com/r/BabyBumps/comments/rb39h7/nursery_complete_at_35_weeks_mostly_thrifted_hand/
https://www.reddit.com/r/BabyBumps/comments/rb39h7/nursery_complete_at_35_weeks_mostly_thrifted_hand/
https://www.reddit.com/r/BabyBumps/comments/rb39h7/nursery_complete_at_35_weeks_mostly_thrifted_hand/
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Want to learn more? 
rob.gaige@reddit.com

mailto:rob.gaige@reddit.com
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“
”

Children may provide unrivaled moments of joy. But 
they also provide unrivaled moments of frustration, 
tedium, anxiety, heartbreak…

…loving one’s children and loving the act of parenting 
are not the same thing

– Jennifer Senior
All Joy and No Fun, New York Magazine

THE CHALLENGE
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THE VALUE OF REDDIT

Reddit provides 
support and advice 
for all parents, no 
matter what your 
journey looks like.

No matter who you are, whatever 
your question may be, Reddit has a 
community to advise and support on 
your journey as a parent.

Mothers
r/beyondthebump

r/workingmoms
r/mommit

Parenting on Reddit

Fathers
r/daddit

r/predaddit
r/singledads Pregnancy

r/pregnant
r/tryingforababy

r/namenerds

Families
r/adoption

r/coparenting
r/stepparents

Products
r/buyingforbaby
r/toyexchange

r/snoolife

Techniques
r/babyledweaning

r/askparents
r/sleeptrain


